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A DEDICATED AVIATION UNIT FOR (OUNTUAIR OPERATIONS; IS IT
NECESSARY? by Major Davis D.Tindoli Jr., USA, 53 paese.
This monograph examines the requirements for a dedicated aviation unit
designed to destroy enemy attack helicopters. The ability of Soviet
helicopters to impede and destroy friendly ground forces has created a new
problem for Army leaders. Reogition f this problem has led to search
for countermeasures. This monograph concentrates on the means of
>

conducting counterair operations at the tactical level of varfighthng.,

Soviet attack helicopter threat is discussed to demonstrate the
importance of the attack helicopter to Soviet operations. The organization,
capabilities, survivability, and logistical constraints of Soviet helicopter
formes apresented. The Soviet philosophy concerning offensive air-to-air

combfat Isdisused.,

the monograph examines the veapon systems designed to defeat
the Soviet helicopter threat. The combination of ground based air defense
systems and fighter sircraft are analyzed as to the degree of protection they
provide to friendly forces. The major problems Inherent to these air defense
veapons are discussed. A determination an the feasibility at thea air
defense systems is based on recent tests and historical combat experience.
The capabilities of Army aviation units conducting aerial combat are ' 1<w
examined.,The tactical doctrine, flight tactics, and training for air-to-air
combat arepresented as the main ingredients for success. The importance of
aircraft technology In regard to airframes and armament is analyzed to

determine the standard for a dual role attack helicopter.
Finally, the criteria for a dedicated aviation unit for the purpose of aerial
combat are established. The trlade-offs required in the development of
either a multipurpose or special purpose attack helicopter are discussed.
Two examples of a dedicated aerial combat aviation unit are presented and
its cost in terms of mission success are analyzed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this monograph Isto determine If there isa requirement
for a dedicated av~atlon unit designed to destroy enemy attack helicopters.
just as tanks have always been the most effective weapon against maks,
helicopters may become the most effective means of fighting hellcoptero. In
any case, the use of helicopters by both sides will inevitability lead to
clashes between them. 1 REcounters with Soviet helicopters are inevitable in
the conduct of close, deep, and rear operations. This new and lethal
dimension of combined arms combat isthe most flexible respoose to a
growing Soviet helicopter threat.
Two major functional areas of airland battle, air defense and tactical air
operations, require friendly countierair operations for success. These
functional are&@ Involve the integation of Air Force and Army assets to gain
control at the air environment, to preclude the attack of ground forcest and
friendly aircaft and to Insure the dest* uction of hostile aircraft. 2 The
ability of Soviet helicopter~forate to Impede, and destroy friendly ground
forces has created anew problem for Army leaders. Recognition oF this
problem has led to a search for countermeasures. Recently, Army leaders
discussed whether Army aviation units; should be given the mission of
planning for and conducting deliberate air-to-air operstions.3 The role of the
helicopter Isexpanding to the extent that Ar my aviation is now addressing
the requirements and abillows of helicopter& iu the counterair role.
Heretofore, the primary role of then attack hdilcopter unit has boon that of
a maneuver unit within the combined arms team. IsIt also necessary to
commit such units In an attempt to gain air superiority in the nap of the
earth env.ý onment? This has bWen a sore point within the Army for a

considerable period of time. Opponents of this proposal object, to Army
aviation becoming another Air Force. Killing tanks, it maintains, isthe most
effective mission for the attack helicopter. However, the threat to owes own
ftecoo posed by an enemy attack helicopter can not be discarded so easily.
it too must be addressed and the helicopter counterair concept may be the
most efficient and effective way possible.
Counteritir operation are tUos operations conducted to attain and
maintain a desired degree of air superiority by the destruction or
neutralization of enemy aviation forces. 4 The obje~ctive of counterair
operations Isto gain control of the air environment and protect the force.
The importance of conducting counterair operation isthe degree of freedom
granted by friendly domination of the air over the battlefildW. This allows
for the uninterrupted employmet of Army aviation and Air Force assets to
achieve the commander's aim. 'WhrA there Isan offensive air threat to
frindly surface operations, the requirement for friendly counterair action
must be a majoe consideration for joint plainning. There are three types of
wunaterair operations. They are defensive counter air, offensive counter air,
and passlve counterair. Aerial combat or air-to-air combat Isasubset of
counterair operatons. Air-W-alr combat can be conducted in both defensive
a~nd offensivs counterair operationt.
Defensive oouater air Is*A*protection of friendly forces from enemy
aircraft. All miembors of the combined arms team will employ assets in the
defensive counterair plan. Field artIllr units can react to the enemy
heliropter threat by d',nying avenues al'approach and stand-off firing
positiocs. The maneuver forces conduct defensive counterair with their
vehicles' main guns by destroying attacking aircraft. The air defense
artillery will attack incoming aircraft. The Air Force can provide acombat
2

air patrol to deny the enemy use of the airspace. Army aviation has the
greatest Potential to react to the helicopter threat because of its mobility iand
rapid response capability.
WOenIe counterair Isa high risk/high payoff operation. It Isconducted
to destroy the enemy's air Power at the time and place which best support
the commander's Intent.5 The, most efficient technique Is to destroy the
enemy's assets where helIs most vulnerable, on the ground. rargets for
offensive counterair operations would be aircraft (flied wine and helicopter),
air defense systems, 100049ca Support for these weapon systems, and the
command &control facilities ror aviation and air defense units.'
Passive counterair Isa function of defensive counterair operations. It
Includes all of the measures taken by friendly units to reduce enemy
effectiveness. Some of these measures are concealment, dispersion,
I
de~ception, and hardening of Positions.
This monograph wil focuv on the meano of conducting counterair
operations at the tactical level of warfighting. Recognition of the Importance
of the attack helicpter to Soviet operations is vital for an understanding of a
need for friendly counterair operations. Close air support operations are
crucial to Soviet tactical and operational success. Asection of the monograph
will discuss why the Soviet attack helicopter is rapidly becoming the
principal weapon system in this role. The roles and capabilities of the Soviet
attack helicopter will be addressed. The trend from the multipurpose to the
specialized helicopter will be analyzed to demonstrate the Soviet attitude
toward helicopter aerial combat. Soviet doctrinal emphasis and the rapid
growth rate of Soviet helicopter forces should be major causes of concern for
their adversaries. They should stimulate interest in finding methods to
defeat this growing threat.
3

The paper will examine the weapon systems designed to defeat the
helicopter. Historically, the U. S. has relied on a combination of ground based
air defense systems and fighter aircraft to protect forces from air attack.

The adequacy of this combination of forces to counter the existing Soviet
helicopter threat will be assessed.
Soviet military thinkers believe the helicopter is the best antihelicopter

weapon system on today's battlefield. A noted Soviet doctrinal writer,

Colonel M.Below has observed:" it has become vital to get a weapon which
could compete with the helicopter ..... logic and historical experience
suggest that such a weapon Is the helicopter Itself.'

The paper will also

address serial combat for helicopters. It will stress the need for an air-to-air
combat doctrine. It will higliht the importance of tactics, training, and
equipment i9 Army aviation units plan to be successful In this arena.
All these issues must be addressed to detetmine whether an Army
aviation unit should be dedicated to the counterair role. Analysis of the

threat capability, the means available to neutralize this capability, and the
major constraints on the ability of aviation units to perform this mission will
lead to a conclusion. Should Army aviation units be dedicated to the
countera*r mission?

I1. THE SOVIET HELICOPTER THREAT

The Soviets view the attack helicopter as the most effective weapon
system for use against armor. 7 Therefore, it is important for Army leaders to
understand the significance of the Soviet helicopter on today's battlofield.
The Soviets have developed a great deal of interest in the employment and
4

capabilities of helicopter units. Reasons for this Interest in helicopters are
the Influence of the US Army experience in Vietnam, the development of
the antitank helicopter within NATO forces, and the Soviets' own experience
in Afghanistan.0 It is believed that the helicopter will soon become their
principal pround attack weapon system. The Soviets believe that In
engagements where attack helicopters are employed against armored units,
the helicopter will provide a correlation or fores of 12-19 to I in favor of
the helicopter. 9 The attack helicopter has the capability to disrupt totally a
commander's scheme of maneuver.

This section will assess the Soviet helicopter threat. It will discuss the
Soviet concept of air support of ground forces. It wllg examine the
capabilities and trends in Soviet rotary wing aviation, the survivability of
Soviet helicopter forces, and the logistical constraints on the employment of
these forces. Finally, the section will examine the Soviet philosophy on the
role of the helicopter in offensive air-to-alr operations.
The Soviets utilize their fixed wing aircraft and combat helicopters' In
three stages or levels of air support for offensive ground operations. Then

are the support of the Immediate battle area, Interdiction, and penet•ation
opiratione.l 0 The Increasing numbers of helicopters deployed in Soviet
divisions and armies enable them to play a greater role in the total air
support effort. The particular role of the growing attack helicopter
capability is the support of ground forces wlthin the Immediate battle area.
Assumption of then missions by rotary wing aircraft enables the front
commander to utilize his fixed wing aircraft for Interdiction and penetration
missions against fixed targets. These fixed targets are nuclear weapon
delivery means, nuclear storage sites and airfields.

. ....

The Soviet helicopter threat is growing rapidly. The comparison of attoct
helicopters between NATO and Warsaw Pact forces shows a Warsaw Pact

advantage f 2 to 1. In transport and support helicopters NATO has a 1.6 to
I advantage over the Warsaw P&ct 1 I The Soviets philosophy of not
throwing anything away applies to helicopters a welL Helicopters built in
the 50's ae still In the Warsaw Pact Inventory. In 1980 HINDs alone rose to
1450 fielded with a production rate of 15 per month. The predicted Soviet
helicopter production between 1980 and 1990 is approximately 6,000 to
12 This will result in a
8.000 aircraM.
formidable helicopter fleet. Before the

turn of the century the Warsaw Pact forces will have a larger advantage in
attack helicopters, a compared to NATO forces, thUm they currently have In

tankts.
The Soviets are relying on the attack helicopter to replace their fixed
wing aircraft in the close air support role.1 3 The HIND has assumed the role
played by the ground attack fighter. In fact, the Soviets have nicknamed the
HIND the am

I

The

umvik was t close sir support aircraft, the

IL-2, in World War II. There are very close similarities between the two
aircraft In performance capabilities, armament, and armor.14 The Soviets
have integrated the lessons learned from the Sh.rui~moIk in the employment
of the HIND. The anticipated missions of the HIND and follow-on attack
helicopter will be escort of airmobile forces, fire support, antitank, and close
air support.
Soviet attack helicopters are organized at army and division leveis.
This tactical decentralization of control or what in the Soviet Armed Forces Is
an Air Force asset allows for rapid response and positive contro!. The
division helicopter squadron currently has 18 aircraft. All of these aircraft
have an antitank capability. There are 6 HOPLITE helicopters designed for
6
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command and control duties. There are 6 HIP helicopters which are
multipurpose aircraft with the primary purpose of handlift limited troop
carrying and resupply activities in the Division. The Squadron has 6 HIND
helicopters, another multipurpose aircraft, which provide the antlarmor
capability. At the Army level there is oae attack helcopter regiment. This
regiment contains 40 HINDs that provide the commander a formidable
antitank and fire support asset. The regiment also has one HIP squadron
with 20 helicopters that provides the air assault transportation capability for
the Army. Over half of the reglments now formed in the Soviet Army are
deployed opposite NATO.1Traditionally, the Soviets have built their helicopters to be multipurpose
weapon systems. The reasoning behind this is that the multipurpose
helicopter gives the commander the versatility to perform various missions

with each helicopter. Each of the helicopter types has the capability to
employ some type of weapon system. AUl of the helicopters found at division
and army level have the capability to be employed as antitank weapons. AU
can be employed as fire support auts with their 57mm rockets or bombs.
All helicopters armed with a 12.7 weapon system have a defensive air-to-air
capability. Attack hePcopters have a significant air-to-air capability with
the AT-6 Spiral missile and multibarreled 23mm cannon. A good example of
this propensity to multiple capabilities Is the HIND.
The MI-24 HIND Isthe present workhorse In the Soviet arsenal. It Is the
Ideal multipurpose helicopter. It can be employed in an air assault role
carrying 12 combat equipped soldiers, an antitank role with AT-6 spiral
missiles, a fire support role with rockets, missiles, and bombs, and in the air.,
to-air role with its cannon and missiles. The HIND can carry an ordnance
load of 4 antitank guided missiles, four 32 shot 57mm rocket pods, and a
7

23mm cannon or 2.7mm multibarrelled machine gun that is turret mounted.
The antitank guided missiles and rocket pods can be replaced with 750
kilograms of chemical or conventional bombs on each wLn8. 16 The HIND fire

control system includes a heads-up-display and a low light television. It has

a radar and Isfully equipped for instumented flight. The night capability is
achieved through a passive night vision system or possibly a first generation
thermal Imaging system. 17 It is built for survival on the battlefield. It has
extensive armor plating surrounding the crew members, a bullet proof glass
cockpit, and armor protection for vital romp;nents. Afghi stan has proven
that the HIND Is virtually Invulnerable to attacks from below With projectiles
or up to 12.7mm. 18
Soviet thought has changed somewhat with the addition of the HAVOC

and the HOKUM to their attack helicopter arsenal Thens aircraft appear to
be created for specific roles with the capability of conducting other missions
wvhen necessary. The HAVOC has been built with the primary purpose of
killing tanks. It is very similar to the AH-64 Apache. It can awccmplsh the
saee missions and has a similar air-to-air capability. It is smaller than the
HIND, a major change for the Soviets who bave always built helicopters
much larger than their American counterparts. The armament on board
includes an under the nose gun turret with weapons mounted on the wings.
Survivability and performance are Increased with two turbine engines.
There is a strong possibility of a low light television for operations in limited
visibility conditions. The HAVOC has a stand-off weapon deliver capability
like the Apache. The ranging for the stand-off weapon systems Is conducted
with a laser designator giving it a capability to use fire and forget missiles.
The HAVOC can be expected to be operational in division and rrmy
regiments within two years.19
8

The newest aircraft on the Soviet scene is the HOKUM. This aircraft will
provide the Soviets a significant rotary wing air superiority system.2 0 It is

lighter than the HIND, with a take off weight of 11,990 pounds. It has coailn counter-roltting main rotws vhcb will provide excellent
maneuverability. The HOKUM will oentaln two crew members in order to
Incease its performance. Two crew members allows for quicker acquisition
of targets, leto

rev fatigue to allow the weapon system to be employed for

longer periods, and Wi*ancad survivability In an air-to-air engagement by
division of a"

duties. HOKUW is desilned a a hip performance helicopter

with excellent aility. The on bxwd armament makes it a genuine air-to-air
combat akcraft as well as providing a ground attack potential The
retractable landiJggpar Is an indiadtor ofthe high speed (over 200 mkses per
hour) it will attain. Like all other ,ovtet attack helicopters it is heavily

armored, partilcull In the cockpit area The Soviets believe that these
helicopters, operating In the antitank, role in a nap or the earth flight mode,
can achieve a kill ratio of 30 to 1.21

As a result of lessons learned In the combat environment of Afghanistan,
the Soviets have outstanding survivability equipment for their attack

helicupters.l

The aircraft have infrared suppression measures to defeat

most anti-aircraft missiles, and armor protection for vital components and
the crew what will withtar, 20nm rounds. They are developing an on
board jamming capability that will defeat air defense radars. These
capabilities enhance the overall effeetveness of the helicopter on a midIntensity battlefield.
An important vulnerability of Soviet helicopter units is their logistical
taiL Understanding how the Soviets handle their fuel and ammunition for
helicopters will benefit the friendly maneuver commander who must assess
9

the Importance of this target. Soviet helicopter units will operate from
airfields or improved field sites outside the range of enemy artillery. When
operating forward, near the forward edge or the battle area, helicopter units
wil resupply at forward area'rearm and refuel points similar to the forward
arming and refuelan points, (FARPs) used by U.S. Army aviation units.
When possible, these rearm and refuel points will be remote aWrflelds3 The
major difference between U.S. Army FARW* and Soviet rearm and refuel
points Is flexbility. The Soviets are inflexible because they demand
centrsalid logistical control of their aviation units. The Soviet rearm and
refuel points are not as mobile as US. Army aviation FARP's. Displacment or
their rearm and refuel points will occur when required by the taMtlc

situation. This promises a very vulnerable target when the Soviets are
resupplying with fuel and ammunitioL The proces will normally occur at a
relatively fixed base on a large scale. Because such sites are veil protacted,
a quick, well-organized attack by offensive counterair assets would be a
high-risk operation but one with the potential for a very high payoff.
Soviet principles of air-to-air combat demonstrate their philosophy of
offensive air-to-air operations. Thee principles are aggressiveness,

surprise, fire and maneuver, and the perfection of tacUcs.24 To be aggressive
is to seite the Initiative. Initiation gives the pilot the means to create the
necessary tactical situation Instead of being subordinate to it. Surprise
means to maneuver so one's aircraft is cncealed. This Is essential in order
to ensure one's intentions remain secret until the moment or attack. To
combine maneuver and fire Is to take advantage of the enemy's weak points.
Perfection or tactics is to know the enemy and know yourself. These
principles are imbedded In attack helicopter crew trainian.

Soviet crews are

10
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aggressive, have good weapons platforms, and will commit themselves to

aerial combat to destroy enemy attack helicopters.
The Soviet attack helicopter has proved to be a highly effective weapon
system. it can disrupt friendly maneuver. It Is highly superior to other
combat vehicles In regard to observatin, maneuverability, and quickness in
delivering a blow. This threat must be addressed as it grows not only in
Importance in the Soviet combined arms arsenal but In its strength of
rapidly growing numbers. The Soviets have designed their advanced

helicopters to eliminate what they believe to be the greatest antitank
weapon on the battlefield, an attack helicopter. Dy introducing the HOKUM

they have taken the Initiative In the aerial combat aMrenL The next section of
this paper will address how to defeat this threat.

I I1. THE MBANS TO DBIDAT THR TH, AT

Air Force and Army air defense units have the minion to deny the
Soviets use of the airspace over the battlefield. The Army and Air Force
conduct air defense jointly. Ground-based air defense systems currently
lack sufficient line of sight and density to counter all enemy aircraft
threatening the combined arms team. Likewise, the Air Force lacks
sufficient resources to cover the entire battle Area There are several
problem areas in regard to countering the attack helicopter with existing air
defense assets. The following paragraphs will discuss the Army's air defense
artillery and Air Force capability in defeating this specific aerial threat.

11

AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY
The emphasis in providing air defense for front line maneuver forces has
shifted over the last 20 years from countering fighter bombers to defeating
standoff helicopters, although the need to counter fixed-wing aircraft still
*zIsts.2 5 In the aftermath of the demise of the DIVAD air defense weapon

system, the Army has hastened to Improve Its battlefield air defenses. The
Army would like to field ts soon as possible a system to perform the mission
for which the DIVAD was intended, that of successfully destroying hovering
enemy helicopters at their operating ranges. Current weapon systems that

provide maneuver units protection will be discussed In the following
paragraph. The major problems inherent In a ground air defense system
will be covered next. The new air defense concept of forward area air
defense (FAAD) will be analyzed to determine if it might resolve the Issue.
Lastly. a discussion of a combined arms solution to react to the attack
helicopter threat is presented.
Current air defense artillery weapon systems designed to protect

maneuver forces within the division do not accomplish the mission. Current
air defense artillery weapons have numerous deficiencies that must be
resolved to achieve an effective protection of maneuver forces. These
systems provide a safe operational envelope for the enemy helicopter

operating at ranges between 3 to 6 kIlometers.A6 The Hawk and Patriot
missile systems are designed to destroy aircraft beyond a ranse of 10

kilometers. They must rely on radar to detect the threat aircraft. These
systems are located 10 kilometers or further from the front In order to
protect their radar and missile launchers from the effects of enemy artillery.
In this position, these systems are unable to detect aircraft flying at low
12
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altitudes using the terrain, trees, and buildings to shield them from air
defense radar. Short range air defense assumes the responsibility of air
defense closer to the front Lines. These systems are smaller and have
greater mobility so they may deploy with maneuver units close to the
forward edge of the battle Mae

The Army currently has three short-range

systems. They asr the Chaparral, Vulcan, and Stinger.27 The Chaparral Is a
line of slit system with Infrared missiles as the primary weapon. These
missiles have a ranse of 3 kilometers. Drawbacks to the system are the fact
that It must be In a stanary position to fire and it must have a dear visual
line of sight. For these reasons the Chaparral Isbest employed -in the

protection of stationary targets. The Vulcan

oers little capability against

enemy aircraft, especially helicopters that ca stand of at long ranges while
attacking. Vulcan range Isonly 1200 meters. The Stinger is a small portable
air defense weapon that fires an Infrared missile with a 6 kilometer range.
Hoevere, the range Is reduced to 3 or 4 kilometers against a helloopter
hovering In the nap of the earth flight mode. One drawback of the Stinger Is
Its vulnerability to Indirect and direct fire. Another drawback is the limited
range resulting from the positioning of the weapon system in an overwatch
mode to inceas Its survivability.

There are numerous problems associated with a credible ground air
defense system. Then problems are line of sight to the target, limited
numbers of weapon systems, Insufficient range of weapon systems and
mobility. Helicopter tactical employment method is the cause for the limited
line of sighL Most air defense weapon systems that engage helicopters must
have a direct line of sight wIth the target In order to engage it. It is

extremely difficult to detect a helicopter in a stand off battle position at 6
kilometers hovering at an altitude of 60 feet. In a European scenario, only
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20 percent of the deployed air defense weapon systems would be able to see
a helicopter at this distance.28 The line f slight of other air defense systems
would be obstructed by terrain features.
systems are the two major problems
The range and numbers ~weapon
i
In fielding a credible ground bind air defense against attack helicopter. If

an enemy helicopter were able to engage a friendly unit from 6 kilometers,
as many uwl I weapon systems could be needed to awhimv a 30 percent
probability that at least two air defenders could see the target.29 Because of
lmited numbers, it isnot, possible to cover all of the diviion's units with
this kind of mass coverage. Atainst a helioopter with a 6 kilometer stand off
range. 7 air defense systems vith an effective range of 8 kilometers are
needed for every 3 kilometers of fronL Currently, there are no systems with
this capability. The potential ,agagement ranges oa present systems go from
14 at 3 kilometers to 0 at 3.3 kilometers. 3 An attack hellopter can fire
highly destructive missiles from a distance beyond the capability of current

air defense weapon systems.
Individual air defense weapons usually locate up to a kilometer behind
the most forward troops to ensure their own survivability. If enemy
helicopters attack maneuver tents from ranges of five to six kilometers, sir

defense systems must have a maximum range of at least sven to eight
kilometers. Today's air defense systems do not have sufficient range nor are
they deployed In sufficient numbers to provide a credible air defense.
The final problem is the lack of mobility for air defense forces. Present
forces have difficulty being in the right place at the right time. Ground air
defense units attempt to provide adequate air defense on an area basis. It
is difficult to respond to fleeting concentrations of enemy aviation forces. As
It Is,there are not enough air defense assets to cover all avenues of approach
14

and all friendly unit. When helicopters mass on the battlefield, unlike
armored targes, they may cover an area or several kilometers. WUi~ such
Lsctlca, air defense ariler requires Multiple weapo Systms to provide

adequate coverage. These are, afew of the major problems that hamper
ground'air defens units intheir ability to cover the battlefield.
The Army is developin a forward aue ai defense system capable of
attacking targets in masked positions. This system Is band an a fivel-part
3 The first part Is the imptoveent at the command and control of the
WWI.
various air doefes assets within the division. This plan will employ new
early warning sensors that would be airborne and ground based. This Is
meant to improv the *waifg of critical Information Inorder to alert all
units of an attack as soon as possible. The sond part Isthe develooment
and fielding of a new non-line of sight maissle. This non-line of sight missile
will have a television or radar mounted in~the nos that will aid in locating
the target and destroy It. The missile will be a high technology fiber
optically guided missile (FO-U). The third part of the plan calls for the
fielding of a new system for the rear portion of the forward area, 3 to) 15
kilometers from the front line. This rear are&system will probably be a
Stinger missile mounted on a truck as Like launcher platform. This system
will replace the Chaparral. The fourth component of the plan calls for a new
air defense system for protection or the maneuver elements. This system Is
the replacement for the DIVAD. The system will probably be a mixture or
guns and missiles with an 8 kilometer range. The final part of the plan is to
upgrade the air defense capability of the fighting vehicles within the
division. This Isdirected at the tanks, Bradley fighting vehicles, and scout
helicopters within the division. Development or an anti-airuaft round for
the tank and the modification of the Bradley fire control system to attack

serial target$ Isthe primary focus of this upgade. Problem$ that must be
considered With the overall plan are the availability of technology and
Money. Overall the plan Is Impressive but it has two major drawbacks.
First, It is not expected to be fielded for at least ten years. In that tUmp, the
possibility or technology producing better electronic warfare gear could
change the outlook. The poeibillty of jamming the early warning sensors or

the fiber opUad missile would destroy the air defense capability of the
maneuver force. Secondly, coet may be the driving facor on how well the
plan Is supported.
An option that must be considered In finding a way to defeat the
helicopter Isthe integration of the combined arms in sir defense. There are
adequate numbers of fighting systems if ili become air defense capable.
This option would be Inexpensive and pMsss good resistance to
countermeasures. It would alep provide a badly needed night fighting
capability. A study by the Congressional Budget Office's National Security
Division conducted for the House Committee on Armed Services stated that
such a combined arms air defense plan would achieve the following
resulta:3 2 It would create as many as 16 potential engagements against
hovering helicopter at 3.5 kilometers and 9 engagements at 6 kilometers.
This assumes that all tanks and fighting vehicles would devote their efforts
to sir defense. in that case, under a helicopter attack the crews would
orient on the most dangerous threat. The division's tanks and fighting
vehUles would need to be modified to enhance their effectiveness without
significantly degrading their ability to perfor i their primary missions.
Tanks would be equipped with a missile or round to engage aircraft. The
development of a round that would be effectivo agialst both air and ground
targets would be required. The Bradley 25mm gun is effective against slow
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moving helicopters but its range isonly 2 kilometers. The TOW missile
mounted on the Bradley must be upgraded. The TOW's speed should be
Imoncesd to Hacb 2 and its range to 7 kilometers. The Stinger missile
should be upgrade* vv'lth alonger range and night capability. Helicopters
would mount airtosair missiles to Increase the combined arms air defense
capability. Mane early wwaring radars would be needed to cue the fighting
"ehickes on the threat The Stinger teams would be Increased and Chaparral

units would be retained to provide air defense for the rear areas.

CAPABILITIES OF THB AIR FORCS

The Air Pore* has the responsibility to conduct counterair operations,
which Include the destruction of helicopters, In order to achieve ai
discuss seveall Issues that
g
superiority.33 The folloind prgrapbs
demonstrate the difficulty Involved In the successful accomplishment of this
mission. Specifically, this section will addres the "rolemspresented to
fixed wing, high-performance aircraft by the flight characteristics of the
helicopter. Evidence presented wil be drawn from service Interactive fligh~t
tests and actual experience in the Falklands. The section will seek to
determine the feasibility of aerial combat between high-performance
dcigcunearoeain
TherAraf
and ce astac signiicantepro. e
the attack nieicntptr. be odcigcuneroeain
airc Araf
a ord
against threat helicopters. The primary problem for fighters enga~lng

helicopters Inthe aerial combat role Isthe unique flight characteristics of the
helicopter. The maneuverability and operating envelope of the helicopter
create several challenges. The ability to hover, combined with rapid-speed
17
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changes, ire a problem to a fast-moving aircraft. The maneuverability of the
helicopter is a significant problem. The turning ability of the helicopter

forces the fixed-wing aircraft to make numerous passes in order to achieve a
Mil The helicopter's ability to fly lower and slower creates problems for the
hth-performance aircraft. This forces the fixed-wing pilot to commit to an
engaement or maneuver before the helicopter does, giving the helicopter
the advantage. These characteristics are multiplied In poor weather giving
the helicopter a distinct advantage, especially If the combat arena is in an
area such as Europe with predominantly low ceilings and visibility. The
helicopter makes a difficult target for the primary air-to-air weapon system
of the fighter, the antiaircraft missile. The dovnwash of the rotor system
created at a hover or In slow flight, combined with ground clutter present in
the nap of the earth, makes the helicopter a bad Infrared tarpet 34
The Soviets view similar difficulties In the aerial engagement of the
helicopter by fighter aircraft. The tests and studies they have conducted
show fixed-wing aircraft operations against helicopters to be ineffective.
These tests have provided four reasons for this Ineffectiveness.35 They are
the complexity of locating the helicopter in its flight realm, the difficulty of
attacking a slow-moving taret, the ability of the helncopter to fly very close
to the ground, and the impossibility of aerial combat in bad weather. These
problems must be countered to preclude the success of enemy helicopters.
The Soviets believe specilW tralinin Is needed for their fixed-wing pilots
properly and successfully to engage slower-moving targets. The most

difficult problem to overcome Is the acquisition of the helicopter because of
Its speed and maneuverability. Therefore, the most complicated task in the
conduct or pilot training Is the development of necessary search skills.

When a pilot begins to see a helicopter, he cannot determine the direction of
18

movement until the target is at 2 to 2.5 kilometers. If the pilot does not
concentrate on the helicopter movement throughout his engagement, he will
lose the terget and may even become prey to the helicopter: With these
problems In mind, the Soviets plan and train to engage helicopters
attempting to Interfere with their maneuver units.
AU of the US. military services have conducted tests to determine the
strengths and veakwesses or the helicopter in aerial combat with a highperformance aircraft. The United States Air Fores and Army have conducted
Joint testing which has determined the strengths and weaknesses of the
helicopter in aerial combat. The Joint Countering of Attack Helicopters test,

J-CArCH, began in May 1978. The purpose of this program was to explore
and develop Joint tactics for United States forces In countering the Soviet
attack helicopter thrent,36 The Army and Navy have oxnducted similar joint
tests at the Navy, Fighter Weapons School. They have determined the aerial
combat capabilities and problems of the match-up botween a AH- I (Cobra)
and a Navy F-31s. The Air Combat Engagement (ACE) test was conducted by
the Air Force And Army. This test demonstrated the present techniques of
helicopter flight. It was determined that these techniques degrade the
ability of high-performance aircraft to attack helicopters. 37

The J-CATCH testing provided the most interesting insights concerning
the capability of figuter aircraft to engage the attack helicopter. The Air
Force ai•reows found the helicopter to be extremely difficult to hit. They
found out that the helicopter was virtually Impossible to track. The best
technique to achieve a kill was a slashing attack, a quick surprise attack.

They discovered the helicopter was not a slow, vulnerable target. It could be
a dangerous foe. The air crews' aftor-actcon reports found the helicopter to
be so dangerous as a ground gun emplacoment. 38
19
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The J-CATCR scenarios utilized F- 15s, F-4s, and A-10s against Soviet type
helicopters In force on force engagements. The F- 15s were able to acquire a
Nelicopter at extended ranges, In excess of 64 kin, with their look down pulse
doppler radar. Visual acqusition occurred at 6-9 kilometers. The high
performance aircraft would Ingress at low level In order to silhouette the
heliopters on the horizon. The exchange ratios between the highperfor mince ahiraft and heliompters vividly demonstrate the problems In
tis realm of aerial combaL The table below depicts the average kill ratio of

high performance aircraft (first number In ratio) against the helicopter
(aco•d number), with specific air-to-air armament. 39
(2.9 to 1)

AIM-71/AIM-9L (F-15)
20MMCannon

(F-4)

( .7 to 1)

30MMCannon

(A-10)

(1.3 to 1)

The J-CATCH findings did not recommend the AIM-72 and F air-to-air
missiles against low altitude targets. The problem has to do with
establishing a lock-on because or ground clutter and the Infrared source.
The aircraft attempted to use the weapon system with the best stand
orf range against the helicopters. The most effective range was
approximately 1400 meters for the 20mm canon and 1550 meters for the
A-lO's 30mm cannon. The maximum rage for the 23mm cannon on the
HIND vwa 2000 meters. Tis rente gives the helicopter the advantage
because of its maneuverability. This maneuverability allows the helicopter
to maintain a much longer burst on the faster moving aircraft. The aircrews
concluded that fighter attacks should not be pressed to within the
helicopter's cannon range.
20

The AIM 9L Air-to-air missile fired at 2500 meters from the threat was
the best weapon system to employ. The best tactic for the helicopter crews
was to terrain mask makin acquIsdtan difficult for the fixed wing pilots.
The helicopters would work. as a team oitwo or more aircraft to provide
mutual support between each other and attempt to make an unobserved
shot. It IsImportant to note that the opposing helicoters were not carrying
alr-to-alrmissiles such as the SA-7 or SA-9 in theoconduct of the test
Thene missiles would have arange of 5600 moters and 7000 moters
respectively. This additional weapon system would a&How the helicopters a
tremendous advantage. Ifthe helicopters crews acquired the fixed wing
aircraft first, they could destroy the high performance aircraft well beyond
the recommended engagement ranges of the fixed wing weapon systems.
The possibility of the AT-6 Spiral antitank missile being fired at the fixed
wing aircraft was not lasso. The range of this missile Is5,000 meters and It
will travel the distance In I11 seconds 04 An antitank weapon system with
v~ery high speed, such as the AT-6, provides an additional advantage to the

helicopter.
In phase IVct the J-CATCH test the tacical fixed wing aircraft worked
jointly with Army attack helicopter teams. This effort was similar to a joint
air-to-air ittack team operation or what might be depicted In a deep attack
scenarlofor an attack helicopter battalion. This phase demonstrated that
simultaneous operations by attack helicopters and tactcal aircraft increased
force effectiveness against enemy helicopters.41 The synergistic effect of
both weapon platforms enabled each component to maximize the strengths
of the other. Such an operation cannot be haphazardly executed on the
battlefield. Agreat deal or prior coordination and plamnlao~ IsInvolved in
this type or erndeavrir,
21

There are histotical examples where fixed wing aircraft have been
successful In estabishing air superiority against helicopter forces. The
Fslkiands campaign provides a good example of this success. The British
used the AV-8 Harrier to es

is ai patrols. Then patrols provided

security for the British facrce

The patrols scared successful kills on

Argentine bellcopteri.

The Argentinians used low performance aCraft

such as the Pucara to Infict damae on Dritish helicopters. Neither side used

helicopters with an aerlai combat capability which might have turned the

tables.
The Falklands demonstrated the capability of ground attafc aircraft to

poce a definite threat to helicopters. The capabilities of the weapon systems
used in this onic must be wnsidered. The ability

he Harrier to

perform at much slower speeds and lower to ground level may be the one
significant advantage of fixed wing acroft In aerial combat against
hellopters. Low performance aircraft vwhh are prop driven may have a
distinct advantage. These aircraft are in the middle of the flight envelope
between the high performance aircraft and the helicopter.
The feasibility of hlga performance aircraft conducting counterair
operations against enemy attwk helicopters Is questionable. The capability
of tactical fighter aircraft to counter threat helicopters with current weapon
"systems and tactics Is limited. The findings of the J-CATCH tests suggest that

tactical aircraft areSwhen
properly equipped they can counter an attack
Melicopter threat.43 However, the costs for this commitment must be
considered. The best moution for tactical fighters is a standoff/look down
acquisition and use of shoot down weapons sph as the AIM-9 missile.
There are two current weapon systems with a look down/shoot down
capability. They are the F-16 and F-15 aircrart. If the aircrews are to
22

survive against a well armed attack helicopter they must train accordingly.
The beat exchange ratio of 1.7 to 1achieved With Puday's weapons and
tactics Isnot encouraging In Ught of air-to--air missile technology.44 In
addition to problems encountered with antihelicopter operations one must
colsder the relative importance, or the remaining Air Force missions. The
Air Force is badly outnumbered Intheir fight for air superiority against
other high performance aircraft. It Isdoubtful that assets other than A-l10
and A-7 close support aircraft will be available for planned operations
against, enemy attack helicopters in a defensve or offensive counterair role.

IV. ARMY AVIATION INTHE AIR-TO-AIR ROAL
Army aviation units also have the capability to conduct aerial combat

against the Soviet attack helicopter. The preceding section demonstrated
major shortcomings inthe air defense available for the Army's maneuver
wnilts. Current and future air defense systems are of questionable value in
regard to the gaining and maintaining of air superiority over the battlefield.
Army aviation Isthe one combat arm within the Army that can blend Into
the air defense operations of the Air Force and air defense artillery.
This section Will analyze the capability of Army aviation forcest to conduct
air-to-air combat with enemy attack helicopters. It will address tactical
doctrine, aerial combat flight tactics, and training as Important ingredients to
successful serial combat engagements. The Importance of aircraft technology
ts reflected by airframes and armament will be discussed.
The role of aerial combat Isin extension of the ability to perform the
traditional role of a maneuver unit within the combined arms team. The
23

tactical doctrine for the aerial combat role is presently being Implemented In
the aviation community. The new Field Manuals 1-111 and 1-112, (or the
Division Aviation Brigade and Attack helicopter battalion respectively have
completely reversed the attitude toward aerial combat. The recently
superceded how to fight manual for the attack helicopter battalion, FM 1730, stated that air-to-air dogfights would be avoided. 43 The tactic ias to
lure the attakding helicopter Into friendly air defense traps. It was not

aceptable for an attack helicopter to attack enemy helicopters for Uhe sake
of attack alms. Air-to-air engaements will be swift and violent with little
time to lure the enemy aircraft into a trap. FM 1-111 states that oounterair

operations will be a responsibility of the Aviation Brigade.4 Aviation assets
will complement ground based air defense and attack threat targets In
statint areas, rearm and refuel points, and while enroute to target areas.
The attack helicopter battalion Is the primary means to conduct deliberate
air-to-ar combat In the dose, rear, and deep operations of the battle.47 The
purpose cl all three operitio• are

Is the protctio of the force. Air-to-

air missions would be planned and conducted a any other mission. The
mission of air-to-air combat could be either a stated or implied mission for
the aviation unit commaender. Training for the mission Is already required
by the attack battalion ARTEP manual. There are two air-to-air training
tasks, one being a chance encounter, the other a deliberate aft-to-air combat
mission.4 Field Manual 1-107, Air-to-air Combat, Is being revised to
incorporate better dodtrine and tactics for the implementation of aerial
combat training. Army aviation Is evolving but the Soviets retain the
Initiative.
Use of the attack helicopter by both sides will eventually lead to multiple
air-to-air engagements. The outcome of any rotary wing air-to-air combat
24
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engagement wil depend on a number of variables. The more important ones
art, tactics, crew training and determination, coupled with helicopter
performance, firepower, and survivability. 49 The following paragraphs will
discuss the Influence of tactics, training, and equipment on the outcome of
aerial combat
Aerial combat must be planned for and constantly updated by aviation
unit commanders. AlU ucrevs must be prepared to encounter enemy
helicopters in the air-to-air combat role. Ahruevs are trained to engage the
moat dangerous threat poned to them. In moot cases they will find the
greater threat to be the enemy attack helicopter. It must be countered first
and eliminated quickly. In a mid-intensity conflict, there will be numerous
aerial dogfights. Army aviation units must have a better capability to attack
the Soviet helicopter threat than that provided by eousting Velpon systems.

Beyond aceptance, preparation and readiness, aerial combat is vital to
achieving overall success for the combined arms team.

Tactics used by crew members will be a determining factor for their
survival in aerial combat. Army aviators must know their own limitations
and those of their adverary. Speed and surprise are the two most
important principles of an aerial engasement.5o Soviet crews wil attempt to
achieve surprise by attacking in the blind spot of a helicopter. If a helicopter
attacks vith the element of surprise against a slow moving or stationary
target, the pilot is assured of a kill. The Soviets believe the first attack has
decisive sgnifican

and surprise will be a major factor.

Speed is associated with the terrain and the tactical situationL The closer
an aircraft flies to nap of the earth, the slower It will fly. Therefore, speed
is dependent on altitude. Altitude is determined by the capability of the
enemy air defense systems. If the situation Is in a friendly rear area, the
25

helicopter can achieve greater speed because It can fly higher without fear of
the enemy's ground air defen

systems. On a deep attack It might be

difficult gaining enough altitude to build Inertia for greater maneuverability
without becoming vulnerable to a greater density or threat air defense

systems.
"Astudy was conducted by Flight Systems Incorporated regarding the

usesmenj of speed versus survival In a helicopter aerial engagement. The

study pitted current US. Army helicopters against Soviet helicopters. The
study found that as speed Inceased the probability of survival decreased. 5 1
The results apparenUy reflected the aerodynamic features of the HIND. The

All- I Cobra is more maneuverable than the HIND but not as fat. The HIND
is not designed to be a stable weapons platform at a hover. This is why it
would be advantageous for AH- 1 crows to fly slower, enabling them to

remain In the flight envelope where they are most maneuverable. The
Soviets also believe that aerial combat between helicopters is considered to
be mobile because an energetic maneuver Is the best means of going into the

region of possible weapon use and of evading enemy attack. 52
Trainln is the key to successful aerial combat. Currently there Is a lack
of air-to-air combat training in army aviation. The Marine Corps has
established a Marine Aviation Weapons and Tactics Squadron to train crews
In aerial combat. A great deal of experience Is gained from their knowledge
in aerial combat trainnlg between helicopters and helicopters versus fixed
53 They not only conduct one on one training but also conduct
wing aircraft.L

free piay two on one engagements. In addition, two Army air cavalry
squadrons, one with the 101 st Air Assault Division and the other with the
9th Motorized Division, have established air-to-air programs on their own
Initiative. They have helped to establish the Army standards for aerial
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combat tra'nini.

Thsen aerial combat training programs have established

the need to make changes In current air crew training manuals. These
chanses must focus on basic and advanced individual maneuvers. Training

is an important task because an aviator must develop reflexive responses to
enemy actions. A Tighter' blicopter pilot must perform multiple maneuvers
that must be automatic. They must be executed without thinking. This
situational avarenen an only be established with sound, reallstic and
"highlystructured Wlrew trahinng.. 4

There are valuable lessons to be learned from the Air Force in the
cnduct of their training during the Korean and Vietnam var. The kill ratio

during theKorean conM twas In excessof 10 to 1.55 Mot of the pilot's
training was spent In air-to-air practice. Pilots remarked that they would
conduct air-to-air combat training whno they wore supposed to do
navigation exercises and then Jog th timp as navigation. Pilots who flew in
Korea remarked that the greatest attribute of Air Force success was the man
using the known strength of the machine against a foe who was not as veil

trained. Folloving the Korean war the lack of air-to-air combat tralning led
to problems. Me

of air-to-aircombat trainlng led to kill ratioe of 2.3 to I

during the Initial years In Vietnam. The Navy established a training school
for aerial combat, Top Gun in California. This was an attempt to emphasize
the techniques of aerial combat through rigorous training. This school

resulted In a considerably better ratio. The ratio climbed to 12.5 to 1 for the
Navy, while the Air Force ratio continued to decline.56
An aviator's ability Is IncreaNd with the amount of time spent In realistic
training. Individual air crew training maneuvers are not complete tralning.
The training plan that is adopted must be seared to the development of a
maneuver oriented aviator. Aviators must work in teams so they learn to
27

rely on one aet~c4ef. Agreat deal of rL~JiU time must be spent beyond the
Individual level. Crew and team traisnin Is to aiportant as Individual skills
In Insuring survivability. Tht training plan should Isniude dissimilar
aircraft. An attack helicopter battalion of AH-64's should not train against a
company of All- It but against a helicopter similar to the HIND or HOKUM.
Crew members must learn their personal limitations and capabilities as well
as the capabilities of their aircraft. This will be accomplished only through
realistic sustained training. Success will depend on the skills and teamwork
of the a"e the majority of the time.
liquipment for aerial combat Isthe final critical Ingredient for successful
enagagements. The equipment category is subdivided Into airframe and
armament. The characterlstWc of an airframe at* beot Rtated by ColoneI
Delay of the Soviet army. He suggests that the fighte helicopter must be
light, have high speed, ana bg very maneuverable. It should be armed with
a camno and air-to-air guided missiles.57 His fighter helicopter sounds
very similar to the HOKUM. Of Interest Inthis regard Isthe way the Air
Fores evolved from the P-86 to the F-16. The P-86 ut~limad In the Korean
war was a light, very maneuverable aircraft, with acannon weapon system.
The pilots in the Vietnam war fought in the P-4 which was a heavy, slow
aircraft with only an air-to-air missile system. The cannon on the F-4 was
not added until the Air Force learned Its lesson against the more
maneuverable MIGs over North Vietnam.58 Now the Air Force has
developed a multipurpose fighter that Islight, has high speed, and is very
maneuverable. It Isarmed with cannon and an air-to-air missile systemi. It
Isof Interest how this equipment and the combat results noted in preceding
paragraphs relate to each other.
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Helicopters must have abetter armament trystem to provide acapability
of defeating helicopters and other aerial targets. An air-to-air missile and a
cannon Isneeded an oach attack helicopter. The lack of either weapon would
force the aircraft to operate in adefensive mode onl. Air-to-air missiles
MAY be fired at ranget of 3kilometers with outstanding effect. These
missiles have little effect at ranges under 1000 moters. Most helicopter
aerial combat will occur within 1000 meoters. This Isband on unexpected
engagements while conducting nap of the earth flight. Antitank guided
missiles can be used In the air-to-air roe but they aee slow. ATOW should

be fired at targets that are either stationary or moving toward or away to
the attacker because of the slow lateral tracking capability of the missile. A
helicopter with a missil system and no additional armament will have two
major shwortomings. The minimum engagement range is ame. The need far
the helicopter to point directly at the target prior to launch Isthe second.
Cannon fire sn be employed out to 2000 meters. 'With the additionof a
helmet, sub-system the turreted cannon can be employed with remarkable
effectivenss while manuvering. An air-to-air gun system must have a

hih rate of fire that willigive It a higher probability or kill.39 Also, the larger
round will give the helicopter a longer engagement range and will cause
more damage. The M-197 20mm mounted on the AH- IS(MC) Isadequate
in dealing with the HIND. Aproposal to double Its rate of fire to 1,500 shots
per minute would sinfc ntlcnrease its air-to-air lethality.
The airframeswithin Army aviation units have a limited aerial combat
capability. The AH- I Cobra lacks survivability especially In its limited armor
protection. It lanks the speed to fight the HIND, not to mention the HAVOC or
HiOKUM. The a'ew members Inthe Cobra must rely on stealth and
maneuverabililty to survive aglaist the Soviet helicopters. 60 The AH-64 is
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Invulnerable to heavy machine Sun fire of 12.7mm and resistant to light
canon fire(23mm). It currently lacks air-to-airfrie control capability and
air-to-air missile instsalltion. Because of Its low rate of fire, the Soviets

believe the cannon has adefensive air-toair capability only.61 This
problem should be resolved easily. Poor rearward visibility and alarge
profile degrade the Apacefts ability Inan air-to-air encounter. The
survivability of the crew members Isquestionable because the canopy Isnot
bullet rehlstanL. The can=o has aBmited upward fire capability for clom in
engagements which is a major drawback. The AR-64 represents atrue
flying tank but It Isnot afighter helicopter. It lacks the quickness, small
profile and dedicated fire control. Also, AH-64 i6cws not possess the
aispeed for future aerial combat with the HOKUM.
The future LEX has the prerequisites to become a match for the Soviet
helicopters Inaerial combst.62 It will have an airspeed ove 200 knots with
an endurance of more then three hours. It will have excellent
maneuverability for aerial combat with ag-lood range of -1.3 to +3.The
scout attack version of the LIII will have multiple ordnance possibilities. It
can mount Hfellfire missiles, spike. (hypervelocity) missile, Stinger air-to-air
missiles, and a25 or 30mm cannon for armament. The radar warning
receiver will give It the advantage Inacquisitioa and deny the element of
surprise to the threat. Army attack helicopters must maintain the pace with
the Soviets. Asuperior fighter helicopter Intime near future can sway the
tactical advantage Inthe aerial dogfight.
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V. CONCLUSION

In the Interest of protecting their superior armored formation from a
significant NATO antitank helicopter threat, the Soviets have modified and
equipped attack helicopter units with an air-to-air capability. With their
superior numbers of attack helicopters, including those optimized for the airto-air role, the Soviets have the capability to protect their advancing
armored motorized forces by seeking out and attacking defending attack
helicopters and/or close air support alrcafLlDestroyilng helicopters Isnot
the primary mission of the HIND nor possibly the HAVOC. Their air-to-air
engagements win probably occur a part a a target array within their
objective area. The HOKUM, on the other hand, is designed to destroy enemy
helicopters In order to protect Soviet fores. The Soviet move to specialized

aircraft In the air superiority role will neutralize one of the US. Army's most
effective antitank weapon systems. Measures must be taken to counter thls
threat If the Soviet helicopter forces are successful they will free the Soviet
fighter-bomber aircraft for Interdiction and air superiority operations. It the
Soviet helicopter forces are not degraded, Soviet close air support assets can
interdict the friendly air defense artillery and field artillery units at wilL
This will allow a Soviet offensive to be launched with a much greater
probability of success. The Soviets cannot be allowed to strip away friendly
assets -- attack helicopters, field artillery, ar defense, and combat vehicles -

In a piecemeal fashion relieving their armored forces of their concern for

the synergism of a combined arms defense. The outcome of the heilcopter
aerial combat may have significant Influence on the outcome of the total
battle.
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Fighting the helicopter In the nap of the earth environment makes it
necessary to use every avallable weapon system to destroy it. The ability of

the Air Force and air defense artillery to achieve protection of maneuver
forces against attack helicopters appears to be highly questionable. Army
aviation forces must aislet In the protection of the combined arms team.
They can assist in the air defense arena by adding strength to the known

weaknesses of the sir defense artillery. The mobility of the helicopter would
allow it to defend where mobility is difficult for air defense assets, where
scarcity or resourcms results In gape in area coverage, or where enemy
concentration overwhelms scarce resources. The line of eight problem is not
a concern for the helicopter bemause of Its vertical maneuverability. Finally,
while range Is a major problem, the helicopter has the ability or closing
within range of a enemy helicopter.
Army aviation forces must assist the Air Force In the conduct of the
counterair campaign to Insure the protection of friendly assets. The Air
Force lacks the numbers of weapon systems to achieve a credible defense
against Soviet attack helicopters. High performance aircraft have difficulties
in acquiring and engaging the helicopter. Another weli-armed helicopter is
the best weapon to destroy the like weapon system. The Army does not
want to assume the role of the Air Force in gaining air superiority over the
battlefield. The Issue of the helicopter's ability to attack a high-performance

aircraft Is beyond the scope of this monograph. Even though this Issue is not
fully proven In actual combat, it Isobvious that i helicopter can defend Itself
against high-performance aircraft. Helicopter units can definitely assist the
Air Force In defensive counterair operations, particularly against rotary wing
aircraft.

Including Army aviation units In the counterair plan allows the

theater commander the flexibility to commit his high performance Air Force
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assets where they may be better employed. The defensive counterair role
for Army aviation Is established. Should Army aviation also conduct part of
the offensive counterair campaign?
Army commanders should consider offensive counterair operations is a
major functin

area In the conduct of airland battle. Attrition warfare In

regard to aerial combat Is not the way to success. Waiting to slug It out,
force on force, will bear a heavy cost. The offensive counterair operation
would destroy the threat where It Is the most vulnerable. It would limit the
Soviet sortie generation capability by destroying aircraft on the ground or
destroying their logIstIcal capability. Army aviation units should conduct

Joint offensive counterair operations with the Air Force. They cannot
conduct this operation of their own. An offensive counterair operation
would be planned and conducted the same as any deep operation.
Cross F(

operations require coordiuntion with Air Force tisst to

incorporate suppression of enemy air defense, electronic warfare aircraft,
and close air support.

Should the Army dedicato an aviation unit to destroy enemy attack
helicopters? What are the criteria for the establishment of a dedicated

aviation unit with the primary purpose of aerial combat? First, the current
mission must always have priority. Army aviation's primary occupation is
the business of killing tanks. To have a dedicated aviation unit requires

some cost. This cout must be measured In terms of mission success.
The ability of Army aviation to survive and win in aerial combat must be
considered. Tactics must be updated and continuaily evaluated through joint
service and combined arms testing. Army helicopters are outnumbered so

they must achieve a greater than equal kill ratio to win. To achieve this goal,
sound and aggressive tactics must be established. The key to success is
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training the individual aviator In situations unique to air-to-air combat.
Then tasks must be accomplished with sound Individual, crew, and team

training. AWreat deal must be considered with aerial combat training. For
example, trainiog should bi geography-speclflc

It will require an opposing

force of dissimilar ailrcraft. It must be sustained at the unit level Training
poses difficult challenges to be resolved by all helicopter units In the Army.
Dquipment for aerial combat must be equal to the threat, This opens the
question of the advantages of multipurpose and special purpose alrframes.
The multipurpose helicopter can perform multiple missions simultaneously.
One may view this as a weakness, for this approach ordinarily pays a cost in
effectiveness under certain conditions In any particular role. The special
purpose approach meeks technology to build the most effectve aircraft for
each specific role. The capabilities required for a good sir--air helicopter
have already been specified. The Soviets have begun to investigate'the
utilty or special purpose aircraft with the HAVOC. It isdesigned like the
AH-64 with the antitank role as Its primary purpose. It also has developed
an air-to air weapons capability. The HOKUM is believed to have been
designed a an air superiority helicopter with the antitank capability as its
secondary purpose.
There are also trade-offs required in weapons systems. A multipurpose

helicopter will not carry the maximum amount o any sinl type of
ordnance because of gross weight limitations. Therefore, It cannot do both
missions with the same effectiveness as more specialized systems. Until it Is
possible to field multipuzrpose ordnance, this problem will not be resolved.
What Is provided is a balance of killing poaer and protection. It will take
two special-purpose aircraft to get the benefits of one multipurpose aircraft.
But Is it possible to survive without an aircraft to match the enemy threat?
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Flexibility eay be lost but more weapon systems may survive. The best
possible choice Isto have a multipurpose aircraft for simplicity and to
reorganize for different missions.
Army aviation should not dedicate a unit to aerial combat if existing units
can handle the Soviet helicopter threat In the oAduct of their primary
mission. This assumes that attack helicopters assigned to air cavalry
squadrons and attack battalions can Perform the air-to-air combat mission.

Air-to-air combat is now accepted pr acti

ad
n ail aiation units will train

for this contingency. The Army has decided to arM ali combat helicopters
with an air-to-ir missile. There Is no ost to Mission accomplishment if
all units can perform their primary mission and aerial combat when
required by enemy action.
There are, however, numerous difficulties It existing units handle aerial
combat In addition to other missions. Besides the twin problems of needing

a mixed ordnance load to conduct both mission# and having only limited
flight hours devoted for aviation training, the primary issue Is whether a
unit can conduct two actions simultaeousty. The comments from aviators
participating In the Army Air-To-AMr Combat I tests indicate that they felt It

was Impossible property to conduct a screen mission and orient on
counterair operations at the same time. 64 In the Falklands conflict, British
helicopters were flown by a single pilot. A dual mission, therefore, posed
similar probiems. When attacked by the Argentine Pucara. the pilots had to
devote their full attention to aircraft control and did not have the ability for
any other tak.6 5 To allow the Soviets' the initiative to attack first would
place friendly aviation units on the defensive. The end result is the
maneuver commander's scheme of maneuver will probably be disrupted by
the enemy forcing friendly aviation uits to conduct another mission. The
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Cost of this

may he excessive.
The demands of training and equipment are best met by the

establishment of a dedicated aviation unit. Training for air-to-air combat
operations are demanding. Ahigh technology special purpose airframe
especially designed for aerial combat requires adedicated unit to employ it

Adedicated organization may alo be necessary fat employment of a
multipurpose airframe because the extra weight Introduced by a mixed
armament load may restrict the arirame performance envelope. A
dedicated aerial combat unit could conduct misnions of protecting the force,
augmenting unit air defense capabilities, and complementing the Air Force In
Its role of maintaining local air suporlorlty.66
Cne method of dedicated organization would allow an aviation unit
commander to taek-organlme his unit The commander would decide if a
portion of his organization should be dedicated to the air-ta-air role.
Training Isthe major reason for this philosophy. The Germans organized
their Stuka squadrons In a similar fashion during World War 11.67 Anormal
aircraft m1y employed against Soviet armored organizations were two
aircraft tasked as antitank ships, two aircraft tasked as fire support against
ground air defense, and two aicraft tasked for air-to-air protection. The
entire flight's primary mission was antitank and it was normally very
aucceasful.
Adopting this solution, a commander would set up a section or platoon
within his unit that would caucentrato on aerial combat. This would not be
their only mission but their emphasis would be on this particular mission.
They would become the expert. on air-to-air combat through rigorous
training. The remainder of the unit would train on the required aircrew
proficiency tasks for aerial combat but not focus on this wreo..
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When a mission such as a cross-the-FLOT raid or antitank suppression
occurred, the aviation unit commander would assign his aerial combat
platoon the responsibility of flying combat air patrol This would Insure that
the bulk of the unit could execute the antitank mission. The aerial combat
platoon would focus an protting their sister platoons by attacking enemy
helicopters or air defense units that might disrupt the overall mission. This
would add synergism and agility to the engagemenL The COst of dedicating
such a unit would benefit the overall mission accomplishment by protecting
the force.
Another option for dedicated alt-to-air units would be to chanSe the

force structure In the Corps aviation brigade, The primary purpose of this
unit would be sir-to-air combat with tank killing a secoadary requirement.
This Is the preferred option Vf the Army developes a special purpose aircraft.
An organizational model proposed by Greg Hampton In Armor magazine,
sets the standard for this type of orlanlzatinO69 His suggestion Isto focus
the aerial combat role In one unit at the Corps level. His recommendation Is
based on the fielding of the LHX In the 1990's. The unit would be battalion
sized and assigned to the Corps aviation brigade. Its primary mission would
be to destroy aerial targets. It would have secondary roles of tank killing.
reconnaissance, or fire support. The usit's training and organizational
arrangements would focus on the primary mission of offensive air-to-air
operations. If the Corps commander deemed it necessary, the battalion could
be attached or placed under operational control of a division. The battalion
would have four companies, each with 10 (SCAT) scout/attack versions of
the LHX aircraft. In this manner cne could exploit the advantages of the LHX
in aerial combat. The LHX will have the aircraft char"cteristics to challenge
the threat helicopters in the low altitude air superiority role.
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The ousts of dedicating this organization to an aerial combat role are

minimal, although 40 weapon platforms are concentrating on fighting
helicopters and air defense units instead of conducting the antitank mission.
The benefits that vil) accuro from this organization will far outweigh the

cost.
This point can be demonstrated In evaluating a meario whero the Corps
combat aviation brigade Is ssgned a mission to destroy a second echelon
tank regiment The aerial combat battalion will be part of the Corps attack
group configured to kill tanks. Hypotheftgy, with the appropriate
combined arms attached, the friendly force would achieve a reasonable kill
ratio of 10 tanks to I helicopter. When the Soviets employ their security
forces of HAVOCA or HOCUMs to disrupt the friendly engagement the ratio
will fall. In fact, the antiarmor mission may be canelled completely. This
aborted

issi

Is caused by the need for the attack helicopters to change

positions to avoid or engage the Soviet aircraft.
Now picture the scenario with the aerial combat battalion a part of the
same Corps attack group with a dedicated aerial combat mission. If a Soviet
airborne threat Is present the aerial combat unit will be committed. This
would allow the AH-64's to focus on the destruction of the tank regiments.
Even a partial aerial combat success would allow the attack aircraft to
service their targets longer. The kIfill/loss ratio would remain at 10 to 1 or

higher for the entire engagement time. Overall, this would achieve mission
accomplishment with minimal losses.
Army aviation must continue to improve the theory of helicopter aerial
combat. More testing must be accomplished with force-on-force combined
arms engagements and joint exercies. It Is also Important to consider every
option to Include that of adding a prop-driven Army or Air Force air-to-air
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combat unit, The Harrier, OV- 10, Mohawk, or V-STOL aircraft may achieve
out•tandlng results against an attack helicopter. AlU options must be
continually considered.
Army aviation must be prepared to flght for the control of the air so it
can exploit Its use. Mission accomplishment will be the definition or sumis.
Without the appropriate training, equipment, and dedicated aircrews this
responsibility of Army aviation to the combined arms community will not be
fulfilled.
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